
He said he had been “wondering what a special 
place in hell looks like for those who promoted 

Brexit without even a sketch of a plan for how to 
carry it out safety”. Donald Tusk



 Mr Tusk’s comments  has managed to do something 
all our combined Christian preaching/speaking  has 
failed to do...?

 He has put HELL right into the middle of Brexit

 Highlighted Accountability beyond this life

 With the possibility of  “Hell To Pay” 



 “All Hell broke loose” in the British press.

 Most people don’t want to hear about accountability 
beyond this life

 Nobody Christian/non Christian wants to hear about 
HELL

 Accountability & Hell  who’s to say?



Is there accountability and hell beyond this life?

Is Mr Tusk Correct?



If you want to know about Accountability & Hell  
then Jesus is your expert 

Accountability & Hell



 And I tell you this, you must give an account on judgment day 
for every idle word you speak.   Matthew 12:36 (NLT) 

 But I say, if you are even angry with someone, you are subject to 
judgment! If you call someone an idiot you are in danger of 
being brought before the court. And if you curse someone, you 
are in danger of the fires of hell.   Matthew5:22 (NLT)

Accountable For Our Words 

Data Protection will not apply on the day



Matthew 5:29-30 NIV
29) If your right eye causes you to stumble, gouge it out and 

throw it away. It is better for you to lose one part of your 
body than for your whole body to be thrown into hell. 

30) And if your right hand causes you to stumble, cut it off and 
throw it away. It is better for you to lose one part of your 
body than for your whole body to go into hell.                       

Accountability Avoid at all cost..

Accountable For Our Attitudes & Actions



28) Don’t be so surprised! Indeed, the time is coming when all 
the dead in their graves will hear the voice of God’s Son, 

29) and they will rise again. Those who have done good will rise 
to experience eternal life, and those who have continued in 
evil will rise to experience judgment..  John 5:28-29 (NLT)

 13 But on the judgment day, fire will reveal what kind of work 
each builder has done. The fire will show if a person’s work 
has any value.                                                                            
14 If the work survives, that builder will receive a reward.            
1 Corinthians 3:12-14 (NLT)



 When was the last time you thought of Hell?

 With the rise of secularism Heaven & Hell have 
disappeared from public conversations 

 Christianity / Faith is a now a private personal 
matter and is no longer relevant in a modern 
progressive society 



HELL TO PAY...

 Applications

 The fact that many people reject the existent of 
Heaven and Hell  does not alter there existences

 According to Jesus “Accountability” beyond this  
life is a certainty

 According to Jesus “Hell” should be avoided at all 
cost




